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WordPress Web Application DevelopmentPackt Publishing, 2013

	Developing WordPress-powered websites is one of the standout trends in the modern web development world. The flexibility and power of the built-in features offered by WordPress has made developers turn their attentions to the possibility of using it as a web development framework. This book will act as a comprehensive resource for building...
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The Ancient Sailing Season (Mnemosyne Supplements History and Archaeology of Classical Antiquity) (Latin Edition)Brill Academic Publishers, 2012

	A comprehensive examination of the effects of the shifting seasons on maritime trade, warfare and piracy durig antiquity, this book overturns many long-held assumptions concerning the capabilities of Graeco-Roman ships and sailors.


	It is the long-standing belief among classical scholars that seafaring on

	the ancient Mediterranean...
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Herding Cats: A Primer for Programmers Who Lead ProgrammersApress, 2002

	Herding Cats: A Primer for Programmers Who Lead Programmers is a comprehensive guide—think of it as a field manual—to the management challenges of supervising and leading programmers. J. Hank Rainwater introduces new and not-so-new managers to concepts that will encourage them and help them become a...
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Teaching with iPad How-toPackt Publishing, 2012

	Use your iPad creatively for everyday teaching tasks in schools and universities


	Overview

	
		Plan your lessons on iPad and share notes quickly
	
		Use exclusive iPad 3D resources for more engaging learning.
	
		Use your iPad for creating and giving presentations.


...
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Indra's Net and the Midas Touch: Living Sustainably in a Connected WorldMIT Press, 2011

	We live today in a global web of interdependence, connected technologically, economically, politically, and socially. As a result of these expanding and deepening interdependencies, it has become impossible fully to control -- or foretell -- the effects of our actions. The world is rife with unintended consequences. The first law of human...
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A First Course in Topos Quantum Theory (Lecture Notes in Physics) (Volume 868)Springer, 2013

	In the last five decades various attempts to formulate theories of quantum gravity have been made, but none has fully succeeded in becoming the quantum theory of gravity. One possible explanation for this failure might be the unresolved fundamental issues in quantum theory as it stands now. Indeed, most approaches to quantum gravity...
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Large-Scale C++ Software DesignAddison Wesley, 1996

	This is the definitive book for all C++ software professionals involved in large development efforts such as databases, operating systems, compilers, and frameworks. It is the first C++ book that actually demonstrates how to design large systems, and one of the few books on object-oriented design specifically geared to practical aspects of...
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Pro PowerShell for Database DevelopersApress, 2015

	Pro PowerShell for Database Developers helps you master PowerShell application development by continuing where other books leave off. There are no "Hello World" functions here, just real-world examples that get down to business. Develop and deploy database and ETL applications in a reusable framework. Read from any...
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CUDA Fortran for Scientists and Engineers: Best Practices for Efficient CUDA Fortran ProgrammingMorgan Kaufmann, 2013

	CUDA Fortran for Scientists and Engineers shows how high-performance application developers can leverage the power of GPUs using Fortran, the familiar language of scientific computing and supercomputer performance benchmarking. The authors presume no prior parallel computing experience, and cover the basics along with best practices...
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Proofs and Algorithms: An Introduction to Logic and Computability (Undergraduate Topics in Computer Science)Springer, 2011

	Logic is a branch of philosophy, mathematics and computer science. It studies the required methods to determine whether a statement is true, such as reasoning and computation.

	

	Proofs and Algorithms: Introduction to Logic and Computability is an introduction to the fundamental concepts of contemporary logic - those of a...
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Upstarts!: How GenY Entrepreneurs are Rocking the World of Business and 8 Ways You Can Profit from Their Success (Business Books)McGraw-Hill, 2009

	They’re young, they’re brash, they’re smartâ€•and they’re 77-million strong.


	Generation Y is creating startups at an unprecedented rate, and their approach to business is unlike anything you’ve seen. The generation described by the media as spoiled, entitled, even narcissistic, is proving...
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C Recipes: A Problem-Solution ApproachApress, 2017

	
		This book contains good number of C “recipes” for readers at all levels, from beginning
	
		to advanced. This book follows a problem-solution approach so that you can quickly find
	
		the solution to a desired problem. Every solution comes with suitable code and a brief
	
		discussion of that code. An attempt has been...
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